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 Be it in the power production or consumption end, improvement on the 

power efficiency has become one of the most pivoting research topics over 
the past few decades. In order to reduce the reliance on fossil fuels and 
negative impacts on the environment, many ways are found to show 
promising results to increase power efficiency. One of the most effective 
ways is to recover and reuse heat waste. In this research, a heat waste 
recovery system is proposed by using thermoelectric generators (TEGs). This 
proposed heat recovery system can be implemented at the exhaust or the 
chiller section of a power system to abstract the excessive and unwanted heat 

and reuse it before it dissipates into the environment or goes to waste. 
Experiments are setup and conducted with controlled heat levels to 
investigate the performance of the proposed system in converting heat waste 
into electricity under different temperatures. The results show that the 
generated power hikes as the heat set-points increase from 30°C to 240°C. 
The output power fluctuates and shows no significant increase as the 
temperature increases from 240°C onwards. The maximum power is 
generated at 290°C. It can thus be concluded that the proposed system 

successfully generates electricity under different level of heat waste 
temperature. In time to come, this research can further explore the possibility 
on the optimization of the generated power. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In the field of energy and power, energy efficiency has always been a crucial and critical topic. In a 

practical real world, the issue of energy efficiency in power production companies is more often than not 

overshadowed by other imperative considerations, such as economic and financial weightage [1]. While it is 

understandable that not all improvement on energy efficiency can promise financial benefits, the study and 

research in this topic can still prove to be pivoting in the long run to cut down fossil fuel consumption and to 
reduce the impact on the environmental at the same time. It can be found in the literature that reducing 

energy consumption is one of the major keys in improving the energy efficiency. A reduction in the total 

activity of a production line can help achieving this [2] without dire economic or financial impact on a 

company [3] but may require a drastic change to the business model. This can prove to be highly unsuitable 

for certain company types [4]. Energy management is another way out. It has been explored at a number of 

studies and is found to be suitable for long, medium and short-term energy consumption improvements [5]. 

Recent advancements also showed the implementations of artificial intelligent and soft computing  

techniques in enhancing the efficiency of energy productions and handling [6-11]. Besides all these, another 

solution to ensure a higher energy efficiency is through heat waste recovery [12]. Heat waste recovery and 

reuse systems are based on the principle that energy is never actually consumed but only converted from one 

form to another. There is a high potential to capture this and utilize it as an energy supply. Literature studies 
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show that there are several possible means to recycle precious heat energy before it goes to waste [13].  

In this research, a heat waste recycling mechanism is proposed by implementing the thermoelectric  

generator (TEG). 

A TEG is also known as a Seebeck generator. It is a solid-state device that converts temperature 

difference into electrical energy. The general operation is based on Seebeck effect, in which a temperature 

difference between two different electrical conductors or semiconductors produces a voltage difference 

between the two substances [14]. Unlike many other power generators, the TEG functions under a solid state 

as it has no moving parts [15]. This in turn grants the TEG it several advantages, such as higher reliability 

and robustness, which can prove to be crucial and very helpful in many applications. Literature study shows 

that higher temperature different between the two sides of the TEG yields relatively higher output power  
[16-18]. Extensive research and studies are needed to further enhance the TEG systems to ensure a relatively 

higher power conversion efficiency and to overcome several related issues, such as thermal contact 

resistance, the Peltier effect and the Thomson effect [19]. A rich literature can be found on the advancements 

of TEG related applications. Many of which proposed modifications and methods to ensure the efficiency of 

the system [20-25]. 

In this paper, a heat waste recovery system is proposed using TEG modules. The general idea is to 

implement the proposed heat recovery system at the exhaust section of a power system to abstract and 

recycle precious heat before it is discarded into the environment and goes to waste. The paper is sectioned 

into four major chapters. Chapter two explains the proposed design layout in detail. The designed system is 

then tested in experiments. The setup and results of the experiments are discussed in Chapter three. Chapter 

four offers the conclusions drawn from the tests and experiment findings. 
 

 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN LAYOUT 

Generally speaking, a TEG module generates electricity when there is a temperature difference 

between the two opposite sides. In the application of a heat recovery system, the basic idea is to apply the 

heat waste to one side of the TEG module while cooling the other side as effective as possible. In this 

research, an experiment is set up to test the performance of the TEG modules under different heat waste 

condition.  

In order to mimic the conditions from a heat waste source, an electronic-controlled heater is used. A 

temperature sensor is attached to the side of the TEG modules close to the heat source to monitor the 

temperature level. A water-cooled heat sink is used to cool one side of the TEG modules to further increase 

the temperature difference between the two sides of the TEG modules. The generated power goes through a 
power meter to monitor the generated power before being fed to the load. A lamp is used as the load for the 

purpose of this experiment. An array of eight TEG modules is employed in this setup. Figure 1 illustrates the 

design of the system in details.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The layout of the system design 
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Upon powering up the system, the pump will pump the water from the tank to flow through the heat 

sink at the rate of 2.9L/minute, transferring the heat away, which in turn chill the cool side of the TEG 

modules. The water carrying the assistive heat from the heat sink will then be sprinkled back into the tank, 

dissipating the heat into the environment in the process. The heater is controlled to the temperature required 

in different tests and simulations in the experiment. The power meter indicates and records the output power 

generated under different settings. 

 

 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Experiments are conducted to test and investigate the performance of the developed system. The 

ambient temperature in which the system was set-up was measure to be 25°C. The power generated by the 

system is recorded with each 10°C increment of the heater, beginning with 30°C. Ten individual runs are 

conducted to avoid discrepancy. The averaged values are analyzed. Table 1 shows the average power 

generated by the system with different heat levels. 

 

 

Table 1. The generated power in Watt by the system under different heat conditions. 
Temperature (°C) Generated Power (W)  Temperature (°C) Generated Power (W) 

30 0.3  170 38.8 

40 0.7  180 47.2 

50 1.2  190 51.7 

60 3.1  200 58.1 

70 5.4  210 63.2 

80 9.8  220 78.7 

90 10.2  230 89.1 

100 11.3  240 95.2 

110 15.9  250 97.8 

120 21  260 98.1 

130 25.7  270 98.9 

140 26.9  280 99.7 

150 29.2  290 101.3 

160 31.6  300 100.1 

 

 

It can be observed from the table that the system successfully generated electricity from the given 

heat source. A significant and steady increment is recorded on the output power as the temperature of the 

heater increases. Upon reaching 240°C, the reading continues to climb, but the increment has significantly 
slowed down. The maximum output power is recorded at 290°C. Any further increment of the heat does not 

give any significant hike in the output power generated.  

The graph in Figure 2 illustrate a better picture of the experiment reading in the form of graph. The 

increment of the reading can be seen more clearly in the graph plots. Observe the rapid hike at the beginning 

of the graph from 30°C to around 240°C. The increment is significantly lesser from 240°C towards the end of 

the graph with minor fluctuations. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Power generated under different heat levels 
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4. CONCLUSION  

In this research, a waste recovery system is proposed by using thermoelectric generator arrays. 

Experiments are conducted to investigate the performance of the proposed system in converting heat waste 

into electricity under different heat levels. The results show increments in the output power as the heat climbs 

from 30°C to around 240°C. From 240°C onwards the output power level fluctuates without any significant 

hike. The maximum output electricity is recorded at 290°C. We can thus conclude that the proposed system 

performs well in converting heat waste into electricity. Several other aspects can be looked into in future 

research on this topic, including the maximum power point tracking of multiple TEG modules application, 

and the arrangement patterns optimization of the TEG modules 
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